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This dissertation has investigated three topics of macro-economic issues in China, 
which are: the identification of fiscal policy shocks, estimating and comparing 
China’s monetary policy rules and the study on China’s capacity excess, respectively. 
In the second chapter we study the identification of fiscal policy shocks in China. 
We chose sign restrictions to identify the fiscal policy shocks of China in a SVAR 
model, and use quarterly data from 1997Q1 to 2012Q4 to do an empirical analysis. 
Observing impulse responses of key macroeconomic variables to business cycle 
shocks and monetary policy shocks, we find there is not a strong relationship among 
nominal variables, money supply, interest, and real variables, e.g. output, consumption; 
responses of nominal variables  to fiscal policy shocks are not significant;  
responses of real variables to fiscal policy shocks in the short run and in the long run 
are not significant as well; China’s government spending has crowding-out effects. 
In the third chapter, we estimate and compare the quantity rule to the price rule 
(i.e. the interest rate rule) of China’s monetary policy within a DSGE model using the 
Bayesian approach. We find evidences that the capacity of different rules in 
explaining China’s monetary policy are evolving according to the reform progress in 
financial market regimes. Before 1998 when the People’s Bank of China abandoned 
the traditional central-planning system of allocating funding to state-owned 
enterprises, the quantity rule performs better than the price rule to explain China’s 
monetary policy. After 1998, the price rule better explains China’s monetary policy. 
However, a hybrid rule of adding quantity factor in the interest rate rule performs 
better than both the quantity rule and interest rate rule.  
In the fourth chapter we turned to explaining China’s capacity excess. China’s 
phenomenon of capacity excess is one big economic question, which the current 
government hopes to solve, but the phenomenon of capacity excess has two features: 
non cyclical characteristics and a long run characteristic, which is related to the 















public finance that the paper tries to build a DSGE model to discuss the formation 
mechanism of capacity excess, by introducing large enterprises and median-sized and 
small enterprises into the analytical framework of Bernanke et al. (1999) and 
Fernández-Villaverde (2010). We do economic simulation analysis and the implied 
mechanism works as follws: under the objective of maximizing GDP and tax, local 
governments strengthen their economic intervention, e.g. through governmental 
expenditure and subsidy; they focus on big and important enterprises, so that their 
output drastically increase; at the same time, they invest more than ordinary value, 
which finally increases non-cyclical excess of capacity. Based on the above 
mechanism, in order to solve the problem of capacity excess, the central government 
should design a set of mechanisms with incentive and restraint for local governments 
and big and small enterprises, to avoid excessive intervention from local government 
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第一章 绪 论 















年代中期 SVAR 模型技术被引入中国后，得到迅速推广。国内对 SVAR 模型的使
用主要集中在货币政策冲击效应的研究上，原因是利用 SVAR 模型识别财政政策
冲击效应时，需要施加一些额外的约束条件。国外针对这个问题已经发展出了一
系列成熟的识别技术和方法，如 Ramey 和 Shapiro（1998）[6]提出的“叙事法”
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